
Problem With Redundant Secondary Cisco Controller WLC 5508 Series 

Symptom : 

 Testing the High Availability for primary and secondary WLC 5508 to test the High 

Availability. During the testing time we found problem caused by secondary WLC, effected to all 

clients that currently associated to more than 50 cisco AP was dropped immediately, same as 

associated client connected. 

Chronological Events : 

This is Chronological what actual happened 

On 24 May 2014 we start testing Failover around 19.00 WITA as followed : 

1. 24/05/2014 Time 19.00, 

Both the redundant condition was good primary on Active ( see Redundant 1 ) status 

and Secondary on Standby-Hot ( see Redundant 2 ). 

2. 24/05/2014 Time 19.05, 

To test the redundant by released management port on both WLC to triggered the 

failover. 

3. 24/05/2014 Time 19.01, 

After released the management port, all the sequence was running fine ( see testing 1 ) 

the failover status was running fine based from status HA log ( see testing 2 ), summary 

of redundant shows as that all switching testing was running fine ( see testing 3 ) 

Primary WLC was not connected and Secondary directly took over and taking all Aps and 

clients. 

4. 24/05/2014 Time 19.31, 

After running 30 minutes and securely monitoring by our engineer, seem to be all 

network was fine with 57 AP connected and 468 Client associates. 

5. 24/05/2014 Time 19.35, 

Final check was initiated the network seem to running fine, our sysadmin back to camp 

leaving site. 

6. 24/05/2014 Time 21.00, 

Received phone call from our standby engineer on site, that the whole network was 

down, non AP nor Clients associated at WLC.  

7. 24/05/2014 Time 21.15, 

Investigation team and sysadmin heading back following up on this. 

8. 24/05/2014 Time 21.45, 

Arrived on site, by console they found log message says “ Buffer Shortage” and “RRM-3-

RRM_LOGMSG : Could not retrieve RRM Coverage Measurement” from secondary WLC. 



Plugged in the management port didn’t resolve the problem, from our NMS we found 

that it is only 21 AP connected and none of them could give correct services to clients. 

9. 24/05/2014 Time 21.50, 

Restart the secondary WLC, so this machine can goes back to standby-hot state, nothing 

changed, network still down. 

10. 24/05/2014 Time 21.55, 

After booting wait 5 minutes, nothing was change. 

11. 24/05/2014 Time 22.05, 

Restarting the primary WLC resolve the problem, all network was going back in next 15 

miniutes. 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

-Thank You - 

 

 

 


